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NOT ZERO SUM: Our proprietary work-from-home and re-opening indices show reopening
performance has a long way to go as global vaccination rates rise, from 25%, and lockdowns
ease. Earnings are only 5% of pre-pandemic levels. See @Travelkit. But also shows resilience
of work-from-home, as structural growth recognised, some behaviour changes lasting, and EPS
keep rising. See @GigEconomy and @RemoteWork. We favor reopening but it's not  zero-sum.

OUR INDEX: We made two representative 15-stock baskets to illustrate each theme.
‘Reopening’ includes airlines and aerospace, cruises and car hire, hotels and casinos, live
entertainment, booking sites, and apparel from Boeing (BA) to Marriot (MAR). ‘Work-from-home’
has gaming, home improvement and fitness, e-commerce and home delivery, data centres and
cloud computing, web hosting and conferencing. Stocks from Activision (ATVI) to Zoom (ZM).

REOPEN: The basket is +15% YTD, slightly ahead of WFH, but lagging S&P 500, and falling in
recent months as variant cases rose and lockdown easings slowed. Valuations are optically
high, at 50x forward P/E off still very depressed earnings. Forward earnings forecasts have just
turned positive but are still only 5% of pre-pandemic levels (WFH is +40% above pre-pandemic
levels), and index performance is still down -63% vs the WFH index since the pandemic start.

WFH: This held its own YTD, +14%, and outperformed in recent months, as became clearer
underlying growth remains strong. The index trades at a 12-month forward 25x P/E, near its
post-pandemic average, and a 15% premium to the S&P 500. Earnings expectations have kept
rising, up 15% this year, on top of the 30% increase last, plus you get a 1.4% dividend yield.

TODAY: US inflation refocus continues after 5.4% yoy surprise. Fed’ Powell speaks to Congress
and Producer prices seen rising +6.6% yoy. Has pushed pricing of a 2022 rate rise to over 80%.
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